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The Livox Avia is a new all-purpose LiDAR from Livox that can be used for 
pointcloud creation in surveying applications or autonomous vehicle aiding. 
It is especially suited for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and autonomous 
applications with its front-facing focus. Other Livox models working with an 
OxTS Inertial Navigation System (INS) have almost identical requirements.

Requirements

Overview

For the LiDAR to function correctly with an INS it only needs to be 
receiving time synchronisation messages from the INS. These can be 
most conveniently sent using Precision Time Protocol (PTP) over ethernet.

A way to record the data of the LiDAR must also be considered. The data 
can be streamed to a PC and recorded using software such as Wireshark 
or Livox Viewer.
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Ethernet

Hardware
The simplest cable setup uses ethernet to send PTP time synchronisation messages and NMEA timing information. A 
simple ethernet connection between the INS device and the interface box of the Livox is all that is required, making the 
setup a true plug-and-play solution.

PTP Setup Diagram
An example setup using PTP:



Configuration
Time synchronisation using PTP
To help configure PTP several support articles are available on the OxTS support site 
support.oxts.com. These include:

/ PTP quick start guide - view article

/ PTP time modes - view article

Using Wireshark you can view the PTP messages being sent by the INS and received by the 
Livox.

PTP can be configured with different time offsets for different time epochs, the Livox 
uses GPS time. If you find you have the wrong time epoch and you are using OxTS’ LiDAR 
georeferencing software, OxTS Georeferencer, a command can be added in post-processing 
to correct the timing. For example to convert from UNIX to GPS time you can use:

‘lidar_time_offset=-315964782000000000’

For use in OxTS Georeferencer, you 
must select the correct LIR file using the 
coordinate axis described in the Livox 
manual. 

OxTS Georeferencer does not currently 
use a 3D model to represent Livox LiDAR 
so the correct rotations must be worked 
out manually.

https://support.oxts.com/hc/en-us/articles/360016515759-PTP-Quick-Start-Guide-Beta- 
https://support.oxts.com/hc/en-us/articles/360019301380-Guide-to-PTP-time-modes-and-offsets


Recording data
Time synchronisation using PTP
For the Livox Avia you must use the Livox viewer software. In Livox viewer connect the Avia 
device and press the ‘play’ button so that you are seeing the data from the LiDAR.
This is required to allow data packets to come through from the Livox which can now be 
viewed in software such as Wireshark. In Wireshark filter by the Livox IP address so that only 
Livox data is present. Save the data stream after your survey as a PCAP file to use in OxTS 
Georeferencer.

Additional Notes

/ If you are using both the xNAV650 and LiDAR through an ethernet switch or into a 
PC through different ethernet connections, then the connections will have to be put 
onto the same IP range.

/ When working with high data rate LiDAR units it is often necessary to use a gigabit 
ethernet switch.



Post processing
INS data is processed as normal using NAVsuite which is OxTS’ complimentary 
software suite that you can use to configure, monitor and post-process your data.

It is highly recommended that RTK base station corrections are used when processing 
in NAVsolve, OxTS’ powerful post-processing tool, to get the best quality pointcloud.

OxTS Georeferencer and the boresight calibration solution are compatible with all 
current Livox LiDAR models. These are listed on the OxTS Georeferencer web page - 
OxTS Georeferencer.

This software will allow you to combine your INS data and your LiDAR PCAP to 
georeference a pointcloud quickly and efficiently. 

A guide for using OxTS Georeferencer can be found on the OxTS support site here  - 
view article.

Please ensure that you are using the latest version of Livox firmware to use your LiDAR 
with OxTS Georeferencer.

https://www.oxts.com/products/oxtsgeoreferencer/
https://support.oxts.com/hc/en-us/articles/360016436060-OxTS-Georeferencer-Full-Guide- 


Example data
Below is an example street survey produced using a Livox Avia LiDAR sensor alongside an 
OxTS xNAV650 INS. The data was processed using OxTS Georeferencer.

Below is a survey of a barn. As above, this was produced using a Livox Avia LiDAR sensor 
alongside an OxTS xNAV650 INS. The data was processed using OxTS Georeferencer.



Need further 
assistance?
Visit the support website:  
support.oxts.com

Get in touch if you can’t find 
what you need:  
support@oxts.com 
 
Support: +44(0)1869 814251
Sales: +44(0)1869 814253


